
Discovering
Artificial Intelligence (AI)
in the Secondary classroom



Source: ACARA

Achievement standards: 

https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/technologies/digital-technologies/?year=12983&year=12984&year=12985&strand=Digital+Technologies+Knowledge+and+Understanding&strand=Digital+Technologies+Processes+and+Production+Skills&capability=ignore&capability=Literacy&capability=Numeracy&capability=Information+and+Communication+Technology+(ICT)+Capability&capability=Critical+and+Creative+Thinking&capability=Personal+and+Social+Capability&capability=Ethical+Understanding&capability=Intercultural+Understanding&priority=ignore&priority=Aboriginal+and+Torres+Strait+Islander+Histories+and+Cultures&priority=Asia+and+Australia%E2%80%99s+Engagement+with+Asia&priority=Sustainability&elaborations=true&elaborations=false&scotterms=false&isFirstPageLoad=false
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What is 
Artificial Intelligence?
and what is it not?



The creation of machines to 
mimic human capabilities. 

Teaching a machine to “see” 
(recognise objects in an image).

Teaching a machine to “read” 
and “listen” (interpret and 
analyse text and sounds). 

… solve problems 
autonomously without explicit 
guidance from a human being.

Image CC-BY-SA NDB Photos (Wikimedia Commons)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Google_Home_sitting_on_table.jpg


We're usually not talking about 
General Intelligence.

Instead, it is specific 
applications.

Image CC-BY-SA D J Shin (Wikimedia Commons)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Metal_House_%E2%80%93_Space_Evil_Robot_(%E6%B5%81%E6%98%9F%E9%AD%94%E7%A5%9E)_%E2%80%93_Red_Colour_Version_%E2%80%93_Box_Art.jpg


Used a virtual assistant?
Had spam blocked from your 
email?
Used predicted text while 
sending an SMS? 
Had a YouTube clip 
recommended by the system? 
Had search terms suggested in 
a Google search? 

Used an AI… today, this week, this month?

Translated a language by 
speaking into an app?
Chatted online to a chatbot for 
product information?
Used thumbprint or iris scan to 
unlock your smartphone?
Had your photo tagged on a 
social media site? 



How AI is a part of our daily lives

RESOURCE: AI cards (PDF)
LESSON: Recognising AI (years 5-8)

EXPLAINER VIDEO: AI in our everyday life 

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans/recognising-ai
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans/recognising-ai
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/resourcedetail?id=cb074d98-09f9-6792-a599-ff0000f327dd
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/resourcedetail?id=cb074d98-09f9-6792-a599-ff0000f327dd
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input data
output 
information 
/ decision

process

A digital system



input 
temperature

output 
"wear a jumper 
today"

Process
IF 
    temperature < 19 
THEN
    jumper weather!

Traditional programming



input 

shark

output 
"OK, this is a 
shark."

Process
Add to AI model as 

"shark". 

Machine learning: training

Do this with 100s of known shark images...
Image CC-BY Hermanus Backpackers (Wikimedia Commons)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Great_white_shark_south_africa.jpg


input 

dolphin

output 
"OK, this is a 
dolphin."

Process
Add to AI model as 

"dolphin". 

Machine learning: training

Do this with 100s of known dolphin images...
Image CC-BY Charlton-Robb K, Gershwin LA, Thompson R, Austin J, Owen K, McKechnie S. (Wikimedia Commons)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Burrunan_Dolphin_(Tursiops_australis)-B.png


input 

?

output 
"Probably a 
shark."

Process
Check the AI 

model 

Machine learning: testing

Image CC-BY Albert kok (Wikimedia Commons)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tiger_shark.jpg


What do you notice about the input data...

...in traditional programming?

...with machine learning?



What do you notice about the input data...

...in traditional programming?
▰ discrete, quantifiable

...with machine learning?
▰ text, sound, image, sensory 
▰ often very large amounts of data



Image 
recognition

The ability of machines to 
recognise objects in images 
or videos (part of computer 
vision).

Examples include face 
tagging on social media 
photos and vision used by 
self-driving cars.



Image: M. Richards I see, I think, I wonder



Image recognition in action

Shark spotting drone

Images: Channel 9 News Images: CSIRO

Weed spotting Kakadu National Park

https://therippergroup.com/2018/09/incredibly-accurate-shark-spotting-drone-keeping-aussie-beach-goers-safe/
https://therippergroup.com/2018/09/incredibly-accurate-shark-spotting-drone-keeping-aussie-beach-goers-safe/


Image recognition: feature extraction

A shark or a dolphin?
What features help us to tell 
them apart?



Image recognition: feature extraction

Does it have 
a triangular 

top fin?  

A traditional programming approach works by asking YES/NO 
questions then making a decision tree.

It's a 
shark.

YES

It's a 
dolphin.

NO



Rounded nose
Eyes on side of its head
Long thin curved body
Mouth looks like its smiling
Blowhole on its head
Curved top fin
Two side fins
Flat curved tail fin

Dolphin

Image recognition: feature extraction
Shark
Pointed nose
Eyes on side of its head
Long thin body
Jaws with triangular teeth
Gills behind its head
Triangular top fin
Two side fins
V shaped tail fin



Image recognition: shape patterns

Now try drawing a shark or a dolphin in Autodraw.

https://experiments.withgoogle.com/autodraw


Image recognition: shape patterns

The AI may be 
looking for 2D 
Mathematical 
shapes 
combined 
together.



Image recognition: pixel colour patterns

The AI often 
starts with 
the positions 
of pixels with 
certain 
colours.

CS Field Guide pixel viewer
Image: pen_ash (Pixabay)

https://csfieldguide.org.nz/en/interactives/pixel-viewer/
https://pixabay.com/


Image recognition: confidence level

CS Field Guide pixel viewer Google 
Cloud Vision

https://csfieldguide.org.nz/en/interactives/pixel-viewer/
https://cloud.google.com/vision/docs/drag-and-drop


Image recognition: machine learning
RESOURCE: Simulation at My Computer Brain

LESSON: Anti-bullying AI (Years 5-8)

EXPLAINER VIDEO: Introduction to 
AI and machine learning 

DEEP DIVE 2: Investigate training a machine learning model

https://mycomputerbrain.net/php/experiments/ai.experiment1.php
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans/anti-bullying-ai
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/resourcedetail?id=95f44c98-09f9-6792-a599-ff0000f327dd
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/resourcedetail?id=95f44c98-09f9-6792-a599-ff0000f327dd
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/resourcedetail?id=95f44c98-09f9-6792-a599-ff0000f327dd


Training an AI model to use in an application
1. Collect data.

2. Train the AI 
model.

3. Test the 
trained model.

Google Teachable Machine

LESSON: Rock, Paper, Scissors, AI! (Years 7-8)

DEEP DIVE 1: AI and conventional programming

https://teachablemachine.withgoogle.com/
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans/rock-paper-scissors-ai!


Test the trained model
Trained model

This model works 
with remarkable 
confidence, but...

https://teachablemachine.withgoogle.com/models/pAqVlyRWs/


Testing the trained model
What went wrong?
My training data was 
not diverse.
▰ all blue 

background



Using the model in a coded program
Teachable 
Machine hosts 
the model with a 
unique URL.



Using the model in a coded program
Paste the URL 
into a JavaScript 
program in the 
p5 environment.
Now your trained 
model can be 
used as part of a 
General Purpose 
program.

https://editor.p5js.org/Fargo123/sketches/oPsW2ausv


Systems
Thinking

Seeing connections between 
solutions, systems and 
society.

Identifying components of 
systems.

Identifying intended and 
unintended outputs of a 
system



AI components within larger systems

Shark spotting drone

Images: Channel 9 News

Where does the new AI 
component fit?
How does it interact with the 
existing system (beach 
safety)?

https://therippergroup.com/2018/09/incredibly-accurate-shark-spotting-drone-keeping-aussie-beach-goers-safe/






AI components within larger systems

LESSON: Habits of a Systems Thinker 
(Years 7-10)

LESSON: Systems Thinking and AI applications 
(Years 7-10)

DEEP DIVE 4: AI: a context for Systems Thinking and Ethical Understanding

▰ State the overall purpose of the system.
▰ Identify hardware, software, people and procedures.
▰ Speculate on effects if any components are missing / inactive.
▰ Consider the movement of data.
▰ Identify a causal loop.
▰ Place within a supra system.
▰ Consider multiple viewpoints.

Completed template

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans/habits-of-a-systems-thinker/
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans/systems-thinking-and-ai-applications/
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/docs/default-source/ai-lessons/systems-thinking-and-ai-applications/completed-template---analysis-of-system-with-ai-component.docx


Speech
recognition

Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) is the 
ability of machines to 
interpret and analyse forms 
of human communication, 
such as text and speech. 

Examples of speech 
recognition include chatbots 
and virtual assistants.



Programming a virtual assistant

Let's apply 
Computational 
Thinking: 
Decomposition
▰ What is 

interacting?
▰ What needs to 

happen first, 
next, etc.



Programming a virtual assistant

Let's apply 
Computational 
Thinking: 
Abstraction
▰ What data and 

functionality 
really matters?



Programming a virtual assistant

Let's apply 
Computational 
Thinking: 
Pattern 
recognition
▰ Does anything 

repeat?
▰ Natural 

Language 
Processing



Let's apply 
Computational 
Thinking: 
Algorithm design

Instruct user to 
speak

Receive speech 
from user

Does text include "on"?

Process speech into text.

Turn on lamp.

Does text include "off"?

Turn off lamp.

START



Let's apply 
Computational 
Thinking: 
Algorithm design

Instruct user to 
speak

Receive speech 
from user

Does text 
include "on"?

Process speech into text.

Turn on lamp.

Does text 
include "off"? Turn off lamp.

yes

yes

no

no

START



Training an AI model to use in an application

Pencil Code environment LESSON: Rock, Paper, Scissors, AI! (Years 7-8)

https://dthesa.pencilcode.net/edit/speechSwitchComplete
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans/rock-paper-scissors-ai!


Natural Language Processing 
allows us to do sentiment analysis.
▰ Rate a sentence for positive / 

negative sentiment.
▰ Rate how objective / subjective 

a sentence is.
▰ Determine the heroes and 

villains in a book!

LESSON: Coding a sentimental chatbot
(Years 7-10)

LESSON: Book analysis with AI techniques 
(Years 7-10)

DEEP DIVE 3: Natural Language Processing for large text analysis

Large text analysis

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/coding-a-sentimental-chatbot-in-python
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/book-analysis-with-ai-techniques


Ethical 
issues

A situation where there are 
competing alternatives and 
the right thing to do is not 
obvious or clear. 

Sometimes terms such as 
good, bad, wrong, better or 
worse are used to consider 
the effect of particular 
actions on our lives, society, 
nature and the environment.



A company is behind schedule and over budget in 
building an AI application.
The AI uses face recognition to unlock a smartphone.
Through testing, the company found that the AI 
worked with most people's faces.

LESSON: AI Quiz (Years 7-8)

Scenarios: drawing on ethical understanding

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans/ai-quiz/


Should the company…

Scenarios: drawing on ethical understanding

A:  Sell the phone using this 
AI to make money and fix the 
AI in the next version of the 
phone. Don't mention any 
issues.

B:  Take longer and spend 
more time and money to 
retrain the AI so it works for 
all people.

C:  Sell the phone using this 
AI but also include a warning 
alerting customers that face 
scan may not work for 
everyone.

D:  Fix the AI and sell the 
phone at a higher price to 
still make a profit.

LESSON: AI Quiz (Years 7-8)

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans/ai-quiz/


Exploring ethical issues further
Contexts that may interest 
Secondary students:
▰ video recommender 

systems
▰ self-driving cars and 

the Trolley Problem
▰ ...



Exploring ethical issues further
LESSON: Analysis of AI applications, drawing on ethical 

understandings (Years 7-8)

LESSON: AI Ethics - Possible, probable and preferred? (Years 9-10)

LESSON: Filter bubbles, bias, rabbit holes and nudging (Years 9-10)

EXPLAINER VIDEO: AI Systems

DEEP DIVE 4: AI: a context for Systems Thinking and Ethical Understanding

Contexts that may interest 
Secondary students:
▰ video recommender 

systems
▰ self-driving cars and 

the Trolley Problem
▰ ...

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans/analysis-of-ai-applications-drawing-on-ethical-understandings
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans/analysis-of-ai-applications-drawing-on-ethical-understandings
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans/ai-ethics-what's-possible-probable-and-preferred
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans/filter-bubbles-bias-rabbit-holes-and-nudging
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/resourcedetail?id=43364d98-09f9-6792-a599-ff0000f327dd
https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/resourcedetail?id=43364d98-09f9-6792-a599-ff0000f327dd


Assessment

Artificial Intelligence is a rich 
field for assessment 
opportunities.

Here are a few examples in 
the core concept areas of 
data, algorithms, 
implementation and impact.



Data representation,
Impact 

Train and test an AI model
● Rate how well the AI 

recognised objects. 
● Discuss the training data 

used.
● List ways it may be improved.

Research Algorithmic Bias
● Discuss real-world examples 

of algorithmic bias.
● Consider social impact.



Data representation,
Algorithms,
Implementation

Utilise a trained AI model in a 
coded program
● Design and develop a program 

in a suitable environment 
such as p5 JavaScript.

● Import the AI model and use it 
to drive the program's 
decisions.

● Assess General Purpose 
Programming with a suitable 
rubric.



Students’ use of 
apps & tools

Think Aloud: Student interview 
● Screen captures or saved program

Self-reflection
● What they learned, challenges, 

checklist/rating their skills 
before/after 

Analysis 
● Artefacts such as worksheets or 

analysis of AI tools, applications and 
real world uses.

● Criteria used 



Lesson plans
Artificial Intelligence

Access DT Hub AI lesson plans

https://www.digitaltechnologieshub.edu.au/teachers/lesson-ideas/ai-lesson-plans


Next steps
Making a commitment to 
implementing AI in your classroom
Use the chat to write your idea of 
where you will include AI as part of 
your teaching and learning program.
Connecting and sharing with the 
group.
email:
digitaltechnologieshub@esa.edu.au

mailto:digitaltechnologieshub@esa.edu.au

